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Why dataset discovery?

• Consultancy reports on the data 

landscape highlighted that providing 

discovery for datasets was an important 

avenue for the Library to investigate 

further. 

• This sounded good, but we had a lot of 

questions that would need to be 

answered about:

• Users

• Selection

• Metadata

• Operational sustainability
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Stage 1: Pilot

• We didn't want just a static list of 

datasets, but a richer 'search'

• But we needed to pilot a service to 

look at actual use and sustainability 

for such a service.

• The pilot forced us to look at what 

metadata was needed for 

discovery, but also allowed us to 

look at what information was used 

by our users.

• We used Primo, see 

http://explore.bl.uk
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Developing metadata

• We wanted metadata that would describe the dataset not just to 

maximise discovery but also allow users to make some judgement on 

how useful the data would be to them

• Using Primo we weren't tied to a specific schema nor specific 

vocabularies 

• Subject-specific schema would not be appropriate for describing data 

from all disciplines, we have this in common with DataCite

• Jan Ashton guided our schema, alongside work on developing a 

metadata schema for DataCite



This is what it looks like



User response on metadata
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Metadata for SEARCH
• The most ‘useful’ fields were: file 

formats, data collection method, topic, 

and tools and functions and available.

• We allowed a free text response for 

‘other’ but no one piece of information 

was indicated in more than one 

response.

• We can also see users' search terms to 

see how they're searching



Long term metadata storage

• To be supported long-term, the Library's ILS, 

Aleph, needed to hold the metadata.

• We weren't initially sure if:

• datasets would 'fit' into the catalogue, or

• What expertise out cataloguers would 

need

• Aleph stores MARC metadata, so we worked 

to map our DC fields to MARC, then began 

cataloguing individual records with our 

digital cataloguing team.
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Cataloguing datasets

Digital Cataloguing at the Library 

currently means:

• Offline material (cd-roms, dvd-

roms, USB data sticks)

• Digital donations (PDFs, Word and 

Excel documents)

• ESTAR e-journals

• Purchased databases/online 

resources



Cataloguer’s perspective

Initial issues

• There were some problems borne out of trying to put metadata into 

Aleph: Your ILS may vary.

• Requirements of curators vs. requirements of current bibliographic 

standards. 

• Lack of familiarity with the material and the required MARC fields.

• Differences in granularity: not always a whole website or whole data 

collection.

• But with us working closely with the cataloguers, it became relatively 

simple for them once accustomed to what the material looks like.



Sustainability of records

• These are not necessarily static resources, we need to monitor how easily 

we can keep records up to date and of good quality.

• Maintaining links – uptake of persistent identifiers will make this easier, 

but other metadata may change, how to we catch this?

• When do we decide to create a new record vs. keeping the old one and 

updating? 

• Harvesting metadata may help with some of these.



Harvesting dataset metadata

Harvesting dataset metadata may 

help to over come most of the 

sustainability issues we have:

• Especially if harvesting from 

DataCite, links to data will remain 

persistent

• Metadata is less likely to change 

frequently, and data providers 

ultimately decide when data 

changes require a new record

• We can also provide discovery of 

a much wider, richer set of data 

resources



BUT…

• Mandatory DataCite metadata is 

for citation, optional fields aid 

discovery, but will they be 

provided?

• What other sources of metadata 

are there? Institutions?

• How long does it take to map new 

sources? Will this really save us 

time?



Harvesting benefits data providers

• Providing optional metadata to DataCite or harvestable metadata at 

your repository can reach a wider audience:

• Via BL data discovery

• ANDS

• ExLibris are interested in getting dataset metadata in to Primo 

Central.

Andrew Treolar from ANDS presentation on using DataCite metadata: 

http://www.slideshare.net/atreloar/seeking-serendipity and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Yked90Pl4k



What have we learned?

• We’re not alone in seeing the importance of enabling discovery in this way –

Primo Central.

• Non-subject specific metadata can work in this context, especially to provide 

seamless discovery between dataset and other library content.

• Expanding cataloguing to this new content type has required initial changes 

and flexibility with how fields are used compared to our traditional content.

The U.S. National Archives. Public Domain. Via Flickr



Thank You!

Any Questions?



Links

Explore the British Library: http://explore.bl.uk

ANDS data discovery demo, incorporating DataCite search API: 

http://researchdata.ands.org.au/


